
	  

Kanha-Pench Corridor and the Larger Issues Beyond 

H. S. Panwar 

General 

Kanha and Pench National Parks and Tiger Reserves nestle in a vast Central Highlands 
forest belt of India in the Mekal-Satpura mountain range within the state of Madhya Pradesh.  
The Highlands including the Vindhyan Range north of Narmada extend east, west, north and 
south into the states of Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand and Odisha eastward, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar 
northward, Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra southward and Rajasthan and Gujarat westward.  
The region harbors a diverse array of ecosystems from arid to semi evergreen and 
correspondingly rich biodiversity, not to speak of the most abundant stock of high quality timber, 
bamboo, grasses and plants of medicinal and cosmetics value.  It houses the headwaters of 
several major Indian rivers and thus ensures extensive ground water recharge as well as 
sumptuous river flows. The water security and agricultural productivity in all the named states 
around, and within the epicenter state of Madhya Pradesh itself derive from these forest based 
watersheds.  Mahanadi, Sone, and Narmada emanate from three sides of the Amarkantak Plateau 
comprised by the Mekal tabletop and respectively flow east, north and westward.  Mighty 
Narmada is sung as Mekalsuta in ancient literature, a name implying daughter of Mekal 
mountain range.  The Mekals constitute the eastern flank of the Satpuras.  The Highlands add 
vital quantities of water to other major river systems of India viz. Ganga, Godavari and Tapti, the 
last having its origin in the western part of Mekal-Satpura landscape.  The tract within Madhya 
Pradesh tops the range of biodiversity and also makes the State as the most river-water 
contributing segment of the Highlands.  It also tops in holding the largest numbers of tigers in 
some of the best cared for Indian tiger reserves. 

Remember, Madhya Pradesh has become the torch bearer in agricultural productivity 
among all states of the Indian Union and has topped in India in production of rice, wheat and 
pulses.  Doubtless the headwaters of different river systems looked after by the forest tracts also 
majorly account for the ‘Krishi Kraman’ national award the State has won consecutively for 
2012 and 2013.  This is when conservation care of forests leaves a lot to be desired.  If 
conservation status improves, water security as well as the forest and agricultural productivity in 
quantitative and monitory terms along with the wellbeing of people by the forest side and beyond 
are bound to improve.  What I have said above may appear to be intellectual ramblings of an 
infatuated conservation professional, but believe me, my lifetime conviction is that if only 
forestry-wildlife sector (which includes me of course) had emphasized water security as the 
primary objective of forest care, may be, we would not have needed reviving Kanha-Pench 
corridor, may be, even not any special measures for tiger conservation e.g. through Project Tiger.  
Comprehensive Nature Conservation especially in as yet a predominantly agrarian country like 
India is a field for result oriented visionaries with a far sight that seamlessly blends with ground 
realities and accounts for the wellbeing of forest dwellers.  The lesson to be learnt and imbibed 



	  

with conviction is loud and clear.  If Madhya Pradesh Forest Department with informed support 
of the State and Central Governments adopts hydrology as the foremost feature of conservation-
management of forests and wildlife, all things will fall in place – enhanced surface and ground 
water resource, effective conservation of biodiversity and wildlife, tiger included, and forest 
productivity from valuable timber, bamboo to innumerable herbs of medicinal and cosmetics 
properties. 

Kanha-Pench Corridor 

The large and biogeographically representative Protected Area (PA) network in India 
already includes considerable proportion of relatively least disturbed forest and non-forest 
wilderness areas.  Nearly all tiger bearing areas are either tiger reserves or have been proposed to 
be made tiger reserves or form part of notified ‘critical corridors’.  Thus Project Tiger bears the 
onus of overall biodiversity conservation, no doubt spearheaded by tiger.  This is as ordained by 
the original ‘ecosystem approach’ visualized to be the anchoring strategic thrust of the Project.  
Kanha-Pench Corridor (KPC) therefore needs to be seen as one of the vital links that need 
reviving/ strengthening as a part of overall re-linking vision for the whole Mekal-Satpura tract 
from Amarkantak to Satpura Tiger Reserve and thence to Ratapani proposed TR across Narmada 
to its north in MP and Navegaon and Melghat TRs to the south in Maharashtra. 

The KPC lies in the transition zone between the predominantly sal (Shorea robusta) 
bearing forests in the east to those dominated by teak in the west with some of the most diverse 
intervening mixed forests with a multitude of species in all forest tiers.  Indeed many large forest 
blocks in KPC, even if not constituting any PA or a ‘critical corridor’ component, cry out for 
special conservation effort to preserve their structural and species diversity, whatever be the 
silivicultural thrust of the incumbent treatment under numerous forest management plans.  With 
Kanha National Park and Phen Sanctuary, now integrated with the KNP, on the east and Pench 
National Park along with Pench-Mowgli Sanctuary in the west, the KPC encompasses major 
parts of eight forest divisions and ‘project areas’ dedicated to revival of degraded forests – in all 
11 management units. 

A young Indian Forest Service officer Sunil Agarwal has drawn up an elaborate and well 
conceived management plan for KPC.  It cogently identifies six ‘weak links’ through this long 
and all but contiguous range of forests in the corridor.  In these weak links forest connectivity is 
thin and includes ‘revenue or privately owned’ forest strips/ patches whose conservation and 
statutory status is weak.  All of these ‘weak links’ have narrow degraded forest strips, though 
some other such strips have reasonable tree densities.  The KPC has several village-enclaves 
where the forest link gets tenuous and obviously some of these lie close to KNP on either side of 
Banjar River that is vital not just for the corridor but for the KNP itself.  Obviously near Mukki, 
and along Banjar up to Khatia and Mocha, besides pressures of forest dependent people and their 
not insignificantly numerous livestock, the diversion cum occupation of private farm and forest 
land by tourist lodges militates against the very conservation ethic and fabric, which these tourist 



	  

facilities must imbibe.  Since in these ‘private’ or ‘revenue’ lands forest department holds no 
writ, the present threats can potentially mount unabated. 

In my view it is essential for the State Government to declare land on both banks of river 
Bnajar of no less than 200 meter width, presently under any use, as ‘Eco-Sensitive Zone’ (ECZ) 
under the Environment Protection Act (EPA).  This measure has remained on the drawing board 
for far too long and its implementation brooks no further delay.  Likewise the existing forest 
connectivity within the ‘weak links’ and the land with potential to enhance such connectivity 
needs to be declared as ESZ with candid and uncompromising measures prescribed for 
regulatory vigil and management.  This will also pave the way for revival measures 
contemplated in the corridor management plan for the ‘weak links’.  Needless to say that insofar 
as the areas within the ‘weak links’ are concerned, this needs to be done in fully informed and 
beneficiated participation of stakeholders with well defined reciprocal accountability.  It will be 
essential to address the large numbers of livestock with thrust on improved animal husbandry 
that aims at a reduced number of far less forest-dependent livestock heads yielding much higher 
economic productivity, attended by developing and improving fodder farms and pastures.  In fact 
not just the ‘weak links’ this measure should be extended to all PA side villages and all village 
enclaves within the corridor and a small number of selected villages that exert pressure on the 
vital forest segments of the corridor, the ones we would like to include in the ‘critical corridor’ 
category.  The benefits to all such beneficiaries can flow with full accountability as a pre-
condition and may even include a 20-30% share in net forest revenue from adjacent realistically 
identified forest area.  Forest and wildlife protection and prevention as well as controlling forest 
fires must form part of such participatory packages. 

Then there is the question of two major potential hazards, one posed by the upgrading of 
Nainpur-Lamta state highway along with that of the national highway 26, the latter segregating 
Pench NP from Mowgli Sanctuary.  The other hazard is from the upgrading of Balaghat-Nainpur 
railroad from ‘narrow’ to ‘broad’ gauge.  Needless to say that such measures of infrastructure 
development that directly benefit the presently much under-developed local tract cannot be 
blocked, but their impacts during the present construction phase and the later operational phase 
can be compatibly moderated.  This can be achieved by thoughtful designing of the road/ railroad 
structures as well as well designed impact mitigation structures e.g. strategically located crossing 
flyovers (especially where the track passes through deep cutting of hills) and ‘large diameter pipe 
culverts’ or ‘box culverts’ for small animals and tall, long bridges as ‘underpasses’ for large wild 
animals.  Precautions like ‘spatiotemporal traffic speed moderation’ and combined patrolling by 
forest department and village stakeholder scouts in critical road/ railroad segments aided by solar 
power enabled CCTV monitoring can be some of the measures in the operational phase 
management of such hazards. 

I have not included a word on the scientific worth of the KPC as it has been well 
established within the conservation world for long and has been further buttressed by the recent 
findings of Sandeep and Trishna that announce this corridor with scientific evidence to be live 



	  

even today for tigers and by implication for all plant and animal diversity.  I am sure this aspect 
will be labored all through this Symposium.  I seek pardon from them and from a host of 
colleagues and friends, many of several decades standing, including Harbhajan Pabla, Jasbir 
Chouhan, John Seidensticker for my inability in having participated personally. 

Finally I bow my head to Kanha that endlessly taught to me all the practical aspects of 
forest ecology, wildlife ecology and management and the realistic human aspects, requiring 
compatible compassion for the human forest dwellers and dependents, in my over a decade long 
tenure in late 1960s, nearly all through 1970s and early 1980s as its first director. 
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